
 

Global Perspectives on the Biblical Crucifixion Story 
The artworks on this tour, from around the world and spanning over 800 years, focus on the Christian crucifixion story. Each culture and 
era represented depicts this 2,000-year-old story in a different way, showing contrasts in imagery, artistic styles, materials, and 
techniques. The artists’ creative voices offer us varied interpretations and ways to expand and deepen our personal perspectives. We 
invite you to contemplate what insights these images of the crucifixion story bring to you. Which of the voices resonate most with you? 
 

 

Gallery 340 
Unknown artist, Spain  
Crucifixion 
about 1180 
Limestone 
2015.69A-D 

A poignant beginning to your mini-pilgrimage is a 12 th-century sculpture 
similar to ones found along the pilgrimage route to Santiago de 
Compostela, Spain. Approaching this crucifixion-themed sculpture by 
walking up the marble staircase from the second floor may provide the 
illusion of being on that trail. What is your reaction to the three figures 
and the ways in which they are depicted? 
 

 

Gallery 342 
Follower of Lucas 
Cranach the Elder 
The Crucifixion 
about 1575 
Oil on panel 
2007.62A,B 

Walking into this gallery transports us to the Renaissance era of the 14 th-
16th centuries. Two factors greatly influenced the artwork shown: the 
Christian church as the primary patron for the arts and the development 
of oil painting. Northern Europe was also impacted by the Protestant 
Reformation early in the 16th century. The primary artistic style of this era 
reflects a realistic or faithful response to the natural world. In this painting 
the artist captures our attention with strong color and light contrasts. 
What else has he done to tell the crucifixion story? 
 

 
 

Gallery 377 
Georges Rouault 
The Crucifixion 
Early 1920s 
Mixed media on paper 
and canvas 
55.1 

As part of the Modernist movement of the early 20th century, Georges 
Rouault stands out for his focus on religious narratives. His early training 
with a stained-glass painter and his association with other Modernist 
artists led to his dramatic use of thick black outlines and luminous colors. 
Rouault has been described as the most compassionate Christian artist of 
the 20th century. What has he done in this painting to convey 
compassion? 
 

 
 

Gallery 375 
Serge Jolimeau 
Crucifix 
about 1983 
Sheet metal, pigment 
97.3 

“The Enduring Soul” exhibition honors connections between ancestors 
and the living, between what is seen and unseen. Jolimeau’s metal 
sculpture combines Vodou symbols and deities from his native Haiti with a 
Christian cross. He is a master in a long tradition of metal-working as well 
as a social entrepreneur who creates jobs, invigorates the art community, 
and trains new generations of artists to pass along Haitian traditions and 
beliefs. If you created an artwork to honor your ancestors, what kinds of 
cultural imagery would you include? 
 

 
 

Gallery 254 
Unknown artist, 
Ethiopia 
Diptych icon 
About 1700 
Tempera on gesso-
covered wood 
2009.39.2 

Mia’s African galleries display a great variety of ideas and styles. This rare 
Ethiopian Christian icon from 300 years ago was used in processions and 
ritual displays. It is based on a Roman icon of Mary and the Christ Child, 
distributed by Jesuit missionaries who were present from about 1600. The 
artistic style, called Byzantine, uses flat designs with rows of figures whose 
size indicates their importance. Many scenes from the life of Jesus are 
shown, including the crucifixion. What is your reaction to the crucifixion 
story in the upper left? How would you describe this scene to someone 
who has not seen the diptych? 
 

 
 

Cargill Gallery 103 
Herbert Singleton 
Crucifixion Coffee Table 
1995 
Painted carved wooden 
table 
2019.16.22 

This work stands out as unique in the special exhibition, “In the Presence 
of Our Ancestors: Southern Perspectives in African American Art.” The 
artist has skillfully carved and painted a discarded coffee table. Look 
closely at the imagery he uses. The scene reflects on the impact of 
systemic violence, including a black body publicly crucified. How has the 
artist visually integrated Christian symbolism with the everyday 
struggles of his New Orleans neighborhood? 



 

Before Your Visit 
• General admission is available Thursday-Sunday, 10am-5pm. 
• Admission to Mia is always free, but timed tickets are required for entry. 
• Reserve a ticket at https://ticket.artsmia.org/products/general-admission 
• Thursdays, 10am-noon, are reserved for older adults and for those defined by the CDC as vulnerable or at-

risk. 
 

During Your Visit 
• Parking is available on the street or in lots on either side of the Third Avenue entrance. See Mia’s website for 

further directions, parking information and exhibit descriptions, https://new.artsmia.org/. 
• Enter and exit the building at the Third Avenue entrance. Other entrances are closed. 
• Masks are required during your visit. 
• Maps are available to help locate the galleries for this self-guided tour plus the elevators and stairs. 
• The coffee shop in the main lobby is open. 
• Museum guards and front-lobby staff are happy to help you find specific artworks. 

 

After Your Visit 
• Consider responding to a survey about your visit, sent via email from Mia. 

 
 
If you are unable to visit Mia in person, the artworks for this tour may be viewed at https://collections.artsmia.org/. 
Enter the artist’s last name in the search box. In most instances you will be able to see the image as well as read the 
label.  You may also enter a gallery number [ex. G303] to see other artworks in that Gallery.
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